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Single-particle relaxation time in a spatially fluctuating magnetic field
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We study Shubnikov de Haas~SdH! oscillations in a nonplanar stripe-shaped two-dimensional electron gas
~2DEG!. The effective-field normal to the nonplanar 2DEG is spatially modulated, when uniform external
magnetic field is applied. We find that the amplitude of the SdH oscillations dramatically drops in the tilted
magnetic field. From the Dingle plot of SdH oscillations we extract single-particle relaxation time. Reduction
of this time in the tilted field, which leads to the enhanced damping of SdH oscillations, is shown to be due to
the scattering of the electron by magnetic-field fluctuations. We calculate quantum lifetime of the electron in a
tilted magnetic field. The agreement between these calculations and experimental result is found. In order to
explain the damping of the SdH oscillations for magnetic fieldB.1 T we also take into account the spatial
variation of the Landau filling factor.@S0163-1829~99!01008-5#
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Transport properties of a two-dimensional electron g
~2DEG! in a random magnetic field have been a subject
much experimental1–4 and theoretical5–8 studies. It has been
suggested that a system of electrons at half-filled Lan
level can be transformed to the weakly interacting quasip
ticles ~composite Fermions! at zero-average magnetic field9

Random electrostatic potential due to impurities experien
by electrons at zero field produces a local fluctuation of
effective magnetic field. Thus, the transport of compos
Fermions~CF! is related to the problem of electron transpo
in a random magnetic field. Second nonuniform a
weakly modulated magnetic field have been achieved by
positing patterned ferromagnetic or superconducting film1

or attaching of small permanent magnet2 on the top of
Al xGa12xAs/GaAs heterojunction. Finally, 2DEG grown o
the nonplanar prepattering GaAs substrates has been us
produce nonuniform magnetic field.3,4 Since orbital motion
of 2DEG is sensitive to only the normal component
magnetic-field, electrons in such system experience non
form magnetic field varied with position, depending on t
surface shape, when the uniform external field is applied
the nonplanar surface. All experimental realizations ha
yielded interesting transport results. Perhaps it is more
portant to compare transport measurements at filling fa
of 1

2 with the CF picture. However, in spite of the theo
giving an explanation of many observation of Fermi surfa
features at half filling, there is some difference. In particul
magnetoresistance oscillations of CF,10 which looks very
much like conventional Shubnikov de Haas~SdH! oscilla-
tions, appear to be much strongly damped in compari
with theoretical prediction.6 The origin of such discrepanc
could lay in overestimation of the single-particle relaxati
time, which is responsible for the damping of the SdH os
lations, or in the nature of the magneto-oscillations near h
filling. In particular, it was assumed that localization plays
more important role for CF than for electrons, and magne
oscillations are originated from the localized-delocaliz
states transition in a percolation network like for the integ
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~8!/5711~6!/$15.00
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quantum-Hall effect.11 Thus, the problem can be address
to the study of SdH oscillations in a random magnetic fie
There are two different characteristic times in a transp
theory-transport scattering timet t and single-particle relax-
ation time ts , sometimes called the quantum lifetime.12

From a many-body theory the quantum lifetime is related
the one-electron Green’s function of the coupled electr
impurity system and determines the magnitude of the S
oscillations. The scattering time is related to the two-elect
correlation function that defines the conductivity in the sy
tem at zero magnetic field. For impurity scattering
Al xGa12xAs/GaAs heterojunction the ratio of the transpo
time and the single-particle relaxation time was found to
10–100.12 In random magnetic-field time,ts was calculated
in Refs. 5–7. Depending on the origin of a random magne
field, single-particle relaxation rate 1/ts is diverged.7 This
problem was solved using a quasiclassical approximation
the path-integral presentation of the density of states.5,6 Em-
ploying this method timets was introduced into the dampin
factor of the density of states and conductivity oscillations
the presence of a random and uniform average magn
field. Transport scattering time in random magnetic field
not peculiar and can be found within the perturbati
theory.7,9 Since the discrepancy is found for the singl
particle relaxation time of CF, we perform measurements
electron transport in a spatially fluctuating magnetic field
the SdH regime around zero magnetic field. We study 2D
with nonplanar shape. Such system allows us to change
magnitude of magnetic-field fluctuations varying angles
tween the field and normal to the substrate surface. We
serve a new scattering mechanism for two dimensional e
trons scattering by magnetic-field fluctuations. Th
mechanism leads to the enhanced damping of the SdH
plitude in a tilted magnetic field.

Samples were fabricated employing overgrowth of Ga
and AlxGa12xAs materials by molecular beam epitaxy on t
prepatterned~100! GaAs substrate. In spite of the fact th
prepattering consist of lattice of holes, a stripe-like shape
5711 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5712 PRB 59G. M. GUSEVet al.
the regrown surface has been obtained. Details of the sam
preparation and preliminary results are reported in Ref.
Figure 1~a! shows the profile of the surface in the directio
across the stripes~x direction!. We can see both irregular an
periodical components in the surface corrugation. The a
age periodicityd50.6mm is coincident with the antidot lat
tice periodicity before overgrowth. The corrugation heighh
varies between 20 and 65 A. The patterned area was
3140mm2. After regrowth, the~HEMT! structure was pro-

FIG. 1. ~a! Profile of the sample surface across the stripes m
sured by atomic-force microscope.~b! Magnetic-field profile calcu-
lated for the surface profile shown in Fig. 1~a! when the magnetic
field is tilted in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. The an
varies from 90° to 10° with 10° step. Bars are the cyclotron dia
eters at different magnetic fields.~c! Schematic view of the
magnetic-field profile and cyclotron orbits at different magne
fields: 1 isB50.4 T; 2 isB52 T, orbits are located in minima an
maxima of magnetic field fluctuations, 3 isB52 T, orbit is located
between maxima and minima of magnetic field fluctuations.
ple
3.

r-

40

cessed into Hall bars, and the nonplanar surface was situ
on the one side of the Hall bar~see inset of Fig. 2!. The
distance between the voltage probes was 100mm and the
width of the bar was 50mm. As was mentioned before, sinc
2DEG is sensitive only to the normal component ofB, mea-
suring the resistance for different angles between the fi
and the normal to the substrate surface allows us to vary
magnitude of the magnetic-field fluctuations. If the magne
field is tilted away from the normal to the substrate, t
normal component ofB can be expressed as

BN~x,y,z!5~B̄¹̄ f !/u¹̄ f u, ~1!

where gradient¹̄ f (d f /dx,d f /dy,d f /dz) is defined for the
surfacef (x,y,z)50. Let us consider the case when the e
ternal magnetic field is tilted in thex direction. For the sur-
face profile shown in Fig. 1~a!, d f /dy;h/d!1, and expres-
sion ~1! can be rewritten asBN'B sinu1(df/dy)(Bcosu
20.5B sinu)'^BN&1dB(x), whereu is the angle between th
external magnetic field and the substrate plane,^BN&
5B sinu is the average normal component ofB. At angles
u@h/d'1°, the average magnetic field^BN& is larger than
the magnitude of the magnetic field fluctuationsdB(x). Fig-
ure 1~b! shows the magnetic-field profile when the extern
field is tilted in thex direction for different tilt angles. We
see that the magnetic-field modulation increases with
angle. When the applied magnetic field is quasiparallel to
substrate, at an angleu;h/d'1°, the effective magnetic
field becomes essentially nonuniform and sign alternating
this paper we considered the case when^BN&@dB. The Hall
voltage of the planar 2DEG was used to measure tilt ang
with a precision of 1°–2°. The mobility of 2DEG is
(300– 400)3103 cm2/V s and densityns55.431011cm22.
We studied seven samples with identical parameters.

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance as a function ofB for field perpen-
dicular ~right axis! and parallel~left axis! to the surface. Inset sche
matic view of sampleT51.5 K.
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The results of the measurements for one of the typ
specimen are presented in Fig. 2 for the external magn
field oriented perpendicular and parallel to the substr
plane. In the perpendicular field there are SdH oscillatio
followed by well-defined zeroes and peaks in resistance
the integer Landau-level filling factor. In the parallel fie
pronounced positive magnetoresistance appears. Figu
shows resistance measured between voltage probes o
nonplanar region~voltage probe 2–3, current probe 1–5! for
different tilt angles. We see that the oscillations in theRxx vs
BN plot are not shifted with the angle, which means that th
follow, as expected, (sinu)21 law. However, the amplitude
of the SdH oscillations for nonplanar 2DEG falls down se
eral times, in comparison withu590°. The amplitude of
SdH oscillations in planar 2DEG in the presence of an
plane magnetic field has been investigated in Ref. 14.
small ~3–5%! increase of the effective mass has been fou
at u510° due to the distortion of the Fermi contour by t
parallel magnetic field. In accordance with Eq.~2! it leads to
a small ~3%! increase of the SdH amplitude in the tilte
magnetic field, which disagrees with our experimental obs
vations. The measurements of the SdH oscillations of
planar 2DEG with the same mobility and electron density
the tilted magnetic field demonstrate that the magnitude
SdH oscillations does not change~within the accuracy of
10%!. Therefore, the observed decrease of the SdH am
tude with the angle in our nonplanar samples can be at
uted to the fluctuations of the magnetic field arising from
surface corrugation, as seen in the atomic force microsc
~AFM! image@Fig. 1~a!#. It can be understood in terms of th
scattering of electrons by magnetic-field fluctuations and
terms of a macroscopic variation of the Landau-levels filli
factor. If the cyclotron diameter 2Rc52vF /vc ~vF is Fermi
velocity, vc is cyclotron frequency! is larger than the mag
netic periodicity the magnetic field is no longer homog
neous inside of the circular orbit~however, the random field
is sufficiently weak that circular orbits persist!, which leads
to a broadening of Landau levels.5 This broadening can be

FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance as a function of the magnetic-fi
component perpendicular to the substrate, for different angleu
between the applied magnetic field and the normal to the subst
u590° ~thin line!, 53° ~thick line!, 20° ~dotted line!, 10° ~dashes!,
T51.5 K.
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used to define a single-particle relaxation time. If the cyc
tron diameter is smaller than magnetic periodicity, it is s
possible to define scattering time due to magnetic-fi
fluctuations.6 As for the long-range potential, however, w
should take into account that the energy of the Landau le
and consequently, periodicity of the SdH oscillations b
comes position dependent. It also leads to the broadenin
Shubnikov oscillations. Figures 1~b! and 1~c! show the size
of the cyclotron circle atB50.4 T ~when SdH oscillations
start to appear! and at B52 T. We can see that atB
,0.85 T the cyclotron diameter is larger than the avera
scale of the magnetic-field variation. In this case the aver
magnetic field inside of the cyclotron circle does not depe
on the position of electron orbits. At higher field 2Rc,d/2,
however, the diameter is still larger than the width of t
transition between maxima and minima of the magnetic-fi
fluctuations. Figure 1~c! shows different orbits located at th
maxima and minima of the magnetic field. For orbits~2! the
average magnetic field inside of the circle is almost const
and we can neglect magnetic-field scattering. However,
cyclotron energy of orbits~2! depends on their positions. Fo
orbits ~3!, located between extremes of field, we can int
duce single-particle relaxation time due to magnet
fluctuations scattering. We can assume that the contribu
of the orbits~2! and ~3! to the conductivity is roughly pro-
portional to the area covered by these orbits. In this cas
least 50% of the effect atB.1 T should be due to the varia
tion of the single-particle relaxation time. In order to sep
rate inhomogeneous broadening and the magnetic-field s
tering mechanism atB.1 T we have calculated SdH
oscillations for position-dependent Landau energy level c
sidering the realistic profile of the magnetic field@Fig. 1~b!#.
Existing theories15,16predict that SdH oscillations in resistiv
ity should behave as:

DR/R5A~4X/SinhX!exp~2p/vcts!cos~2p2\ns /eB!,
~2!

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance oscillations as a function of
magnetic-field component perpendicular to the substrate for dif
ent anglesu between the applied magnetic field and the normal
the substrate atT51.5 K. Solid lines-experimental curves, dashe
Eq. ~2! with position-dependent oscillations periodicity for th
magnetic-field profile shown in Fig. 1~b!. From the bottom to the
top u590°, 53°, 40°, and 20°. Curves are shifted for clarity.
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5714 PRB 59G. M. GUSEVet al.
where X52p2kT/\vc , vc5eB/mc is the cyclotron fre-
quency,m is the effective electron mass,R is the resistance
in zero magnetic field, andA is the numerical coefficient in
the order of unity. Figure 4 shows the experimental and t
oretical dependence of oscillatory partDR as a function of
^BN& for different tilt angles. We assume the constant sing
particle relaxation time, which is used as an adjustable
rameter atu590°. We also obtain coefficientA59 ~we dis-
cuss parameterA below!. We can see that for all angle
~all magnetic-field modulation! and magnetic-field experi
mental value, the amplitude of the SdH oscillations
smaller than the theoretical one. We should emphasize
that if we fit the high-field side of the SdH oscillations wi
theoretical calculations for larger surface corrugation,
low-field side SdH amplitude is still much smaller than t
calculated one. It supports our argument that the low-fi
side SdH oscillations should be described by the quant
lifetime variation due to magnetic-field scattering. Moreov
the variation in the periodicity and beating effect at tilt ang
u,20° is found for theoretical curves, which is not observ
in the experiment. AtB.1 T the decrease of SdH oscillatio
amplitude can be attributed by the position dependent of
Landau levels for electron orbits~2! and by the quantum
lifetime decrease for orbits~3! @Fig. 1~c!#. Therefore, at leas
at B,1 T we can analyze amplitude of the SDH oscillatio
in terms of the single-particle relaxation time. This time c
be determined experimentally from Eq.~2!. If the logarithm
of amplitude, corrected by the thermal-damping factor, i
ln(DR/4R)(SinhX/X) is plotted against 1/B ~Dingle plot!,
the slope gives 1/ts . Typical Dingle plots for magneto
oscillations measured at different tilted angles for both n
planar are shown in Fig. 5. We see that the Dingle plots
well described by straight lines, assuming an effective m
of 0.067me @from theT dependence of SdH oscillations w
obtainedm5(0.0760.01)me#. However, we observe som
differences. Not only was it required that the Dingle plot
a straight line, but also with the correct intercept resu
at 1/B50, A51. In our case we obtain for the nonplan
2DEG A57 – 9 for different samples. High values ofA
54 – 6 has been obtained in planar 2DEG with very h
(106 cm2/V s),2 and low mobility.17 There is still disagree-

FIG. 5. Dingle plot of the SdH oscillations for different angle
u: u590° ~squares!, 53° ~circles!, 40° ~up triangles!, 13° ~down
triangles!. Solid ~open! symbols are resistance minima~maxima!.
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ment in the literature about the value of numerical coeffici
A.15 In Ref. 18 it was argued that the high value ofA could
be due to the presence of inhomogeneities in the 2DEG e
tron density. However, it should lead to nonlinear depe
dence of the Dingle plots. The deviation from nonlinear
indeed was observed at a strong magnetic field and was
plained by the formation of quantum-Hall states atvct@1,
whenDR/R;1.2 We did not find beating of the SdH osci
lations at low magnetic field, which occurs due to the inh
mogeneity in the sample. However, probably there is a sm
undetectable variation in the electron concentration~1–3%!
on the different facets of the regrown surface. From analy
of the available data,2,17 we conclude that the slope of th
Dingle plot with a high value of intercept at the infinite fie
still gives a good value for the quantum lifetime, which is
agreement with theoretical calculations.12

We find that the slope of the Dingle plot increases in t
tilted magnetic field with the same intercept at the infin
field atu.25°. Therefore, the enhanced damping of the S
oscillations atB,1 T and atu.25° is connected with the
reduction of the single particle relaxation time and not w
the decrease of the coefficientA. However, at a smaller
angle,A starts to decrease and approaches the valueA51 at
u512° ~Fig. 5!. This behavior indicates the change in th
transport mechanism at small angles, when magnetic fi
fluctuations are comparable with the normal component oB.
Further, we are restricted on the results obtained atu.25°
and B,1 T. Figure 6~a! shows single-particle relaxatio
time as a function of angleu for the nonplanar structure. W
see that in stripe-shaped 2DEG, quantum lifetime drops
two times. The drop ofts with the increase of the paralle
component of the magnetic field could be due to the ad
tional scattering mechanism of the electron. In the para
field the amplitude of fluctuationsdB increases and leads t
the additional electron scattering. Assuming the individu
scattering mechanism to be independent of one anot
which means that the inverse of the total scattering time
the sum of the inverse of the individual ones~Matthiesen’s
rule!, we extract the quantum lifetime due to the scatter
by the magnetic-field fluctuationstm5tst0 /(ts2t0), where
t0 is the quantum lifetime due to impurity scattering~t0
5ts at u590°!. Figure 6~b! shows the dependence oftm on
the angle. We see that atu'20° timetm is comparable with

FIG. 6. ~a! Single-particle relaxation time extracted from th
Dingle plot of the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations as a function
u. ~b! Magnetic-scattering time as a function ofu, solid curve is fit
to Eq. ~6!.
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PRB 59 5715SINGLE-PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME IN A . . .
single-particle relaxation time due to impurity scattering.
means that magnetic scattering becomes a dominant me
nism in the nonplanar structure at smaller tilt angles.

As we mentioned above, quantum lifetime in a rando
magnetic field has been calculated in Refs. 5 and 6. It
considered in large part due to its relevance for the fractio
quantum-Hall effect. It is generally accepted that the co
posite Fermion particles in fractional quantum-Hall effe
regime move in a smooth random magnetic-field potent
The theory5 predicts dependenceDR;exp@2p4/(vt)4#,
wheret is a quantum lifetime of quasiparticles. The theor
ical model of electron transport in random short-range m
netic potential~in the presence of an additional uniform ma
netic field! has been reported in Ref. 5. It was obtained t
DR;exp@2p2/(vt)2#. We see that the predicted 1/B4 and
1/B2 dependencies of the Dingle plots are different from
behavior of the conventional SdH oscillations in a rando
impurity potential@Eq. ~2!#. In the case of nonplanar stripe
shaped 2DEG we use the results of the quasiclassical
proach for conductivity in the random magnetic field.5,6 We
assume that in spite of the magnetic field created by
lattice of lines being periodic due to the large irregularity
the position and heights of these lines@Fig. 1~a!#, and due to
impurity potential~carrier is scattered in a random direction!,
the electrons will experience a ‘‘random’’ magnetic fiel
This assumption is supported by the AFM image and
following observation. In the low magnetic field magnetor
sistance reveals an additional peak, which reflects interp
of the cyclotron radius and the periodd of the superlattice
@Fig. 3#: 2Rc'2d'1.2mm. Such kind of commensurability
oscillations have been observed in Ref. 1, when nonunifo
and weakly periodically modulated magnetic fields ha
been realized by depositing patterned ferromagnetic or
perconductor stripes on the top of samples containin
2DEG. In spite of high-electron mobility~mean free path is
larger than 5mm!, the amplitude of peaks in our samples
much smaller than observed in Ref. 1. The irregularity in
position and heights of the surface modulation is respons
for the small amplitude of the commensurability oscillatio
Irregular stripes in the external magnetic field produce ‘‘ra
dom’’ magnetic field with small amplitude fluctuations an
constant average background. Small fluctuations will
change Landau quantization; therefore, conventional Lan
levels are formed in accordance with the value of the aver
magnetic field. From the quasiclassical approach6 the ampli-
tude of the conductivity oscillations is given by:

s;Re exp~ iS/\!, ~3!

whereS5*pdl5BtA\/F0 , A5pRc
2, F05hc/e. If Bt5B

1dB, where B@dB, the expression for actionS can be
rewritten as,S5F/Bt'F/B1FdB/B21O(dB2), where F
52p2m2vF

2c2h/(e2F0). Substituting this approximation in
Eq. ~2!, we find

s;cos~S/\!exp~2F2dB2/2B4!. ~4!

Equation~3! shows that the dependence of the oscillatio
amplitude onB has an oscillatory part and the damping e
ponent. Thus, we obtain the same 1/B4 dependence for the
Dingle plot of the conductivity oscillations as was predict
for composite Fermions in the long-range magne
t
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potential.5 However, in our case, magnetic-field fluctuatio
dB are proportional to the applied magnetic field. The av
age of the square of field fluctuations is given bydB2

'a2B2j/Rc , if j,Rc , and dB'aB, if j.Rc , wherea
;h/d. Thus, in the low magnetic field we have

DR;exp~2p/vctm!, ~5!

where

1/tm5Ca2v0
2j/vF , ~6!

v0
25(p3vF

4/2)(mc/eF0)2, C is the numerical coefficient o
order of unity. In the strong magnetic field

DR;exp@2p/~vctm!2#, ~7!

where

1/tm5ap3/2vF
2 mc/~2eF0!. ~8!

Therefore, it is expected that at low field the Dingle pl
should have 1/B dependence followed by 1/B2 dependence
at a higher field. This situation is very similar to the impuri
random potential. As was mentioned in Ref. 6, the damp
coefficient for conductivity oscillations can be rewritten
exp(2w2), wherew is a random phase acquired by the pa
ticle moving along its classical trajectory. In the rando
magnetic field, this phase is equal toFdB/2B2 @Eq. ~4!#,
which is proportional to the magnetic flux through the cyc
tron circle. In the presence of the smooth impurity potent
this phase factor is given bŷw2&;e2E2t2, where E is a
random electric field, andt;2p/vc is the time spent by
the particle on the trajectory. For random impurity pote
tial V(r ) with correlator ^V(r )V(r 8)&5(U2/j2)exp@2(r
2r8)2/j2#, we have ^w2&;^U2&t2/j2. If j,Rc , ^U2&
'U2j/Rc , and we obtainDR;exp(2p/vcts), where 1/ts
'U2/vFj. On the other hand, ifj.Rc ^U2&'U2, ^w2&
;U2/(j2vc

2), thereforeDR;exp@2p/(vcts)
2#, where 1/ts

'U/j. Detailed calculations for the heterostructure with im
purities located at distanceds from 2DEG ~remote impurity
doping!6 give the results

DR;exp@2~1/b!~p/vcts!
b#,

\/ts5EF /~2kFds!, ~9!

where b52 for Rc!ds and b51 for Rc!ds , kF
5(2pns)

1/2, EF is the Fermi energy. For typical heterostru
tures ds50.0220.06mm and for ns5(125)31011cm22,
Rc50.120.2mm at magnetic fieldB;1 T. Therefore, be-
low some critical magnetic field, the Dingle plot obeys 1B
dependence and at a higher field changes to 1/B2 depen-
dence. However, as we mentioned above, in experiment
viations of the Dingle plot from the 1/B line at a higher field
is connected with formation of the quantum-Hall state. In o
samples with nonplanar 2DEG all Dingle plots of SdH osc
lations atu590° and in tilted field are linear~Fig. 5!. It
means that we have short-range magnetic-field scatterin
our case, as we discussed above. At magnetic fieldB.1 T
we haveRc,d/2, and the situation is more complicated, b
cause we should take into account inhomogeneous broa
ing of Landau levels~Fig. 4!. However, we also observe 1/B
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5716 PRB 59G. M. GUSEVet al.
dependence of the Dingle plot atB.1 T. Further theoretica
study is necessary to explain this behavior.

Before we calculate the single-particle relaxation time i
random magnetic field, we compare results with quant
lifetime due to impurity scattering. We obtaints52.7
310213s for nonplanar 2DEG and 3310213s for the planar
structure. At the same time, theoretical estimation accord
to Eq. ~9! gives the value 2.5310213s for ds5200 A. Nu-
merical results including homogeneous background dop
gives ts53.8310211s at acceptor doping levelNA55
31014cm23.12 As we mentioned above, the transport sc
tering timet t , which is related to the conductivity at zer
magnetic field, should be 10–100 times larger than sing
particle relaxation time in the system with long-ran
potential.12,17 The analytical result6,9 is

\/t t5EF /~2kFds!
3, ~10!

and using Eq.~9! we get the ratiot t /ts5(2kFds)
2. The

numerical calculation for the doping levelNA55
31014cm23 gives the valuet t51.1310211s, which is in
excellent agreement with experimental value 1.14310211s.
Thus, we obtain the ratiot t /ts538.5, which is close to the
numerical (t t /ts530) and analytical (t t /ts550) theoretical
values. This agreement supports our assumption that f
the Dingle plot we extract a reliable quantum lifetime. F
the estimation of the theoretical value oftm due to magnetic-
field fluctuations, we should know the average amplitude
these fluctuations, which is possible to find from the realis
surface profile@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. We calculate single-
particle relaxation time using Eq.~6! with a5^dB&/^BN&
extracted from Fig. 1~b! and assuming thatj'd/2. Figure
er
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6~b! shows the fit of Eq.~6! to the experimental results with
adjustable parameterC53. Considering the approximat
character of our calculations, the agreement is good.

In conclusion, we have studied Shubnikov de Haas os
lations in stripe-shaped 2DEG. When placed in an exter
magnetic field, the effective field normal to the nonplan
2DEG is spatially modulated. Because of the small heigh
the stripe, and consequently, field fluctuations, Landau lev
are formed in the quantized magnetic field, and magneto
sistance reveals conventional Shubnikov de Haas osc
tions. However, particle moving along different trajectori
gain random phase due to magnetic-field fluctuations. T
phase leads to the damping of SdH oscillations, which can
interpreted as magnetic scattering. We separate two diffe
scattering mechanisms—magnetic and impurity scattering
rotating sample in the external magnetic field. From t
Dingle plot of the SdH oscillations we extract the singl
particle relaxation time. When the magnetic field is tilte
away from the normal to the substrate, magnetic scatte
time decreases because the amplitude of the magnetic
fluctuations increases in parallel field. We find that the re
tively small fluctuations of the magnetic field~several per-
cents of the averageB! lead to a strong scattering, which ca
be a dominant scattering mechanism in a two-dimensio
system. AtB.1 T, the spatial variation of Landau-level en
ergy also leads to the additional damping of the SdH os
lations.
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